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I. IntroductIon

Experienced assembly technologists have always 
tried to adapt the available automation capabilities of 
design and graphic works to their needs. So, from the 
lists of drawings obtained in graphic editors with scissors, 
parts were cut out, laid out and glued in such a way as to 
obtain the required assembly unit (knot). In the process 
of unfolding, the composition of assembly units and the 
sequence of installation of parts and parts of the product in 
them were determined, which made it possible to analyse 
the variants of the assembly process and select the optimal 
one [6].

Currently, even for relatively simple parts, three-
dimensional modelling is used. In this case, the assembler 
technologist has to deal with three-dimensional models of 
parts and assemblies [1,3]. This led to the fact that some 
technologists are trying to “manipulate” three-dimensional 
models of assemblies (group models of product parts, 
taking into account the technological possibilities of 
manufacturing) in the CAD model space. The possibility 
of such a “manipulation” directly depends on the applied 
approach of design modeling of an assembly in a CAD 
environment, and these possibilities are not focused on 
assemblers.

In 1996, Intergraph launched the SolidEdge system, 
a tool designed to perform a set of work on solid-state 
modeling in the Windows environment on PC-class 

computers [2].
II. AssemblIng from bottom to top

SolidEdge has become one of the first successful 
implementations of approaches that allow working with 
assembly in the traditional, customary manner for a 
modern designer [4].

The SolidEdge system was originally designed for 
parametric solid-state modelling of subassemblies. 
Namely, for positioning parts of a product or creating 
new ones with reference to elements of a structure that 
already exist in the model assembly space. New parts can 
be created using neighbouring elements.

Subsequently, this idea of parametric solid-state 
modelling spread to almost all modern CAD designed 
for modelling assemblies. Let us analyse two main 
approaches of design solid-state modelling “bottom-up” 
and “top-down” for solving the problems of developing 
assembly technology [7].

Briefly, the bottom-up design modelling approach 
implemented in CAD comes down to the following steps:

• at the first stage details are modelled;
• on subsequent models of nodes are created from 

previously created models of parts;
• at the last stage, when all nodes are modelled, they 

are added to the product assembly.
Using the same CAD capabilities, an assembly 

technologist can “assemble” assembly units from ready-
made construction models of parts, thereby determining 
the sequence of their assembly and composition. The 
sequence of assembly will be determined by the order of 
inclusion of models of parts (nodes), and the composition 
of the models of parts (nodes) in the composition of the 
assembly model.
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In the technological model of the assembly, as in 
the design model, the creation history is graphically 
represented by an object — an acyclic, directed graph 
containing the history of model building (often called the 
construction tree, or, more briefly, the tree) of the assembly 
model. The tree is a single-level, ordered structure that 
reflects the order in which the models of parts (nodes) are 
included in the assembly model.

With respect to assembly modelling tasks, you can 
relate a timeline and an assembly tree. The starting point 
of time on the timeline will be related to the first part of 
the product that falls into the assembly, that is, the one that 
is highest in the assembly tree. Then all the parts that are 
lower in the tree fall into the assembly later in time than 
the first. One part of the product, located above the other 
part in the assembly tree, will join earlier than the other.

Thus, we can talk not only about the history of the 
assembly model, but also about the assembly process 
that develops over time, and about the modelling of the 
assembly process itself and at the same time using the 
same tools for creating assembly models as in the design.

The tree of the design model of the assembly is 
traditionally used as a means of navigation and editing. 
The tree of the technological model expands the 
indicated applications and allows, editing, to influence 
the technological sequence of assembly. It can be 
considered that in terms of content such a tree approaches 
a technological assembly scheme.

For this purpose, SolidEdge includes a navigator that 
displays the tree-like assembly structure and helps you 
navigate complex nodes, select and use the necessary parts 
for work, and also manage the assembly visualization 
process on the screen.

III. AssemblIng from top to bottom

Unlike the designer, the technologist, determining 
the order of entry into the assembly of models of parts 
of the product, sets not only the bindings (parametric 
and dimensional links), but also takes into account the 
technological capabilities of the assembly (access to 
the installation site, preserving integrity when moving, 
stability in the assembly process, etc.) [8,9].

Thus, using CAD it is possible to “manually”, that 
is, without involving additional algorithms for making 
decisions about rearrangements and grouping the structure 
of the product model, to solve the following problems of 
designing an TP assembly:

• determine the composition of the assembly units 
(perform technological division);

• determine the sequence of installation of parts and 
assembly units in the assembly process.

• generate data for the list of product assembly 
(assembly units of different levels).

The nuance to which attention should be paid is that 
the assembly technologist re-executes the constructor’s 
actions and must be proficient in the methods of working 
with CAD.

The longer the designer works at the same workplace, 
and the more he accumulates product models, the less often 

he will resort to bottom-up design. This is due to the fact 
that for real production rarely completely unique designs 
are created, changes are often local in nature. Therefore, it 
is more expedient to use the top-down approach for cases 
where there are one or more analogues.

The essence of the top-down design modelling 
approach implemented in CAD comes down to the 
following steps:

• at the first stage, borrowing models of assembly units 
and editing geometric and dimensional relationships;

• at subsequent stages, models of assembly units and 
parts are created with reference to already existing parts of 
the structure (in the context of assembly);

• at the last stage, when all nodes are modelled, they 
are added to the overall assembly of the product (if not the 
whole product was borrowed).

It would seem that an assembly technologist could 
use the “top down” approach, take design models of 
nodes as analogy models and break them down into 
technological ones at their own discretion. However, in 
modern CAD there is no tool that allows you to quickly 
break a large number of previously imposed assembly 
constraints without subsequently occurring errors and 
inconsistencies. The solution to this problem becomes the 
more complicated the more parts in the original assembly 
unit and, accordingly, the greater variety of geometric 
and dimensional constraints connecting the parts of the 
assembly at the point of rupture.

In this case, it may be a surrogate decision to 
extinguish (make non-visible) a part of the product that 
will not get into the assembly unit, which the technologist 
works with. A surrogate solution is also the use of a tab 
with performances, where each version will contain the 
state of the assembled product, starting from an assembly 
unit consisting only of parts, ending with a product. In 
this way, the technological composition can be fixed at the 
assembly stage, but the tree will not reflect the assembly 
sequence.

I would like to hope that the realization of the 
inconsistencies and difficulties in using three-dimensional 
models to perform tasks related to the development of 
assembly processes will force software developers to take 
a new look at the problem and as a result, a new tool or 
module will appear in the CAD that is addressed to to the 
collector.

IV. conclusIon

In the precomputer era, engineers had to submit 
sequences of assembly / disassembly, maintenance, or 
repair using posters with so-called “spaced assemblies”. 
Thanks to these posters it was possible to display 
intermediate results of the assembly in the sequence of its 
implementation.

The function of creating views with “separated” 
assembly components (the English term “exploded view” 
- Exploded View), is currently implemented in many CAD 
(Sol-id Works, Solid Edge, etc.) both in standard form and 
in the form of plug-in software. modules (SolidWorks 
Composer or CATIA Composer).
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According to the authors, the use of these tools is the 
most accessible and easy-to-use means of technological 
modelling of the assembly process today.

At present, methodological recommendations have 
been developed on the use of distributed species for 
technological modelling of the assembly process.

The essence of this approach is reduced to the 
following stages:
• at the first stage, borrowing models of assembly units of 

the design model of a product is performed;
• on the following - the models of assembly units and 

parts of all, except for those joined by the first (one or 
several assembly transitions), are hidden;

• using the Exploded View tool creates an “exploded 
assembly” of visible elements of the assembly. The 
results of the assembly are recorded in a graphic file 
that displays the states before and after the attachment 
or as a video;

• then the following elements attached to the already 
“assembled” parts become visible;

• their separation is also carried out by editing the exploded 
“exploded view”, and the results are recorded;

• at the last stage, when all assembly units and parts are 
visible, the technologist has a sequence of technological 
states describing the assembly technology.
Thus, the technologist can break the design model 

into technological assembly models and fix the assembly 
sequence at his own discretion.

According to the authors, for the widespread use of this 
technique in production, only the capabilities of Exploded 
View are not enough. The assembly process is not only the 
joining of parts of the product, as reflected in the design 
specification, but also the assembly and disassembly 
of elements of assembly devices and temporary, but 
necessary for performing operations, elements (protective 
covers, covers, etc.).

In this regard, the authors propose the development of 
a special library of three-dimensional models of assembly 
devices for assembly-welding on a universal assembly 
table, which are included in the technological model along 
with the design elements. Thus, it is possible to obtain 
graphic files, containing a full replacement of assembly 
operational sketches.

Analysis shows that the proposed method does 
not replace, but complements the traditional assembly 
scheme. At the same time, this technique requires a well-
organized organization of the storage of graphic files 
of the technological model, which can be implemented 
with modern document management systems (PDM), as 
implemented by standard CAD tools. It is also advisable 
to store these files as nested (reference) documents of 
assembly operations designed with the help of CAD 
software, thus complementing traditional operational 
sketches.

The described techniques reflect, on the one hand, the 
practical experience of the authors developed in advising 
a number of enterprises in the city of Pskov (OJSC TESO, 
OJSC Pleskava, OJSC ADS) in the process of integrated 

implementation of CAD systems, as well as more than 20 
years of teaching experience at the University of Pskov. 
Some results are reflected in articles [] and textbooks [9].
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